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HE R locus in maize is situated on the long arm of chromosome 10, the short- 
est chromosome of the complement. The alleles at this locus, when present 

with certain other complementary genes, condition anthocyanin formation in 
the aleurone cells of the endosperm and in certain vegetative structures. The four 
common R alleles were designated by EMERSON et al. (1935) as follows: 

R'-self-colored aleurone, colored plant 
rr-colorless aleurone, colored plant 
Rg-self-colored aleurone, green plant 
rg-colorless aleurone, green plant 

Three aleurone "pattern" alleles also occur: stippled (R"), marbled (R"b), 
and Navajo (R"') . Stippled and marbled give characteristic deeply colored spots 
in the otherwise colorless aleurone, and are associated with green plant color; the 
pigment in Navajo kernels is typically restricted to the crown region. Only 
casual mention of the pattern alleles had been made in the literature (EMERSON 
et al. 1935; STADLER 1942, 1954) until recently when BRINK (1956) and BRINK 
and WEYERS (1957) described an unusual effect of RSt and Rmb on R' action among 
the offspring of RrRSt and RrRnfb heterozygotes. The effect is one of impairment 
of the pigmenting capacity of the R' gene, and is readily observed in the Rrrr 
endosperms resulting from the pollination of rr silks with RrRSt or R'Rmb pollen. 
It has been shown (BRINK and MIKULA 1957) that Rst and Rmb also affect the 
plant-pigmenting action of the Rr gene. The change thus induced in R' is herit- 
able, although partial reversion toward normal R' expression regularly occurs. 
The process by which Rr is changed in RrRxt and R'Rmb heterozygotes has been 
termed "paramutation" by BRINK (1958). 

The previously unsuspected paramutagenic action of Rat in R'RSt plants 
prompted the present study of the Rst allele. The investigation is concerned 
mainly with (1 ) the relation between the stippled and light stippled phenotypes, 
which was found to involve a modifier linked with the R locus, and (2) muta- 
bility of the RSt allele. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Stocks used in these experiments, with certain exceptions noted later, were 
sublines of a uniform Wisconsin dent inbred strain, W22. n e s e  sublines were 

1 Paper No. 719 from the Department of Genetics, College of Agriculture, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison. 

2 Present address: Dept. of Botany and Plant Pathology, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 
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20 R. B. ASHMAN 

prepared by crossing the appropriate genotypes recurrently to W22 for three or 
more generations, and then selfing to obtain the desired homozygotes. The con- 
stitutions of the sublines thus developed, at loci relevant to this study, were as 
follows: A,CRr ,  A,CR"', A,Cr', and A,Cr". 

A preliminary examination of a small population of RrRrf  ears that had been 
selfed disclosed occasional stippled kernels with a much reduced frequency of 
colored spots. Several such light stippled kernels were planted and produced ears 
that. when selfed, continued to show the light stippled phenotype. 

Both the R"' and light stippled (R"' (light) ) phenotypes consist of colored spots 
on a colorless background. The lighter expression of Rl'(1ight) is due to a decrease 
in frequency, rather than in size, of spots; the intensity of pigmentation in the 
colored areas is the same. R"' and R"'(1ight) also show dosage effects in combina- 
tions with r.  Figure 1 illustrates R"' and R-*' (light) kernels when homozygous, 
and when carrying two doses of r r  in the triploid endosperm. 

A comparison was made of the frequency of colored spots per unit area on 
R.sf r r r r and R." (light)/rr/rr kernels. The aleurone spots were counted in an area 

FIGURE 1.-Dosage effects of R"' and R*'(light) with rr. The endosperm genotypes are, 
from top to bottom: row l--R"'R"'R"'. row 2--R"'(light)/R"t(light)/RP'(lipht). row 3- 
Rstrrrr. row 4--R.*' (light)/rr/rr. 
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MAIZE STIPPLED ALLELE 21 

of about 5 mm2, under a binocular microscope fitted with a 10 x 10 reticule, at 
30 x magnification. The reticule was positioned on the abgerminal face of the 
kernel by centering it across the width of the kernel, setting the top line of the 
reticule at the upper edge of the kernel, and then moving the scale down five 
spaces. Two hundred kernels of each genotype were scored, comprising 50-kernel 
samples from each of four ears. The average number of spots per kernel on 
Rqfr7rl endosperms was 20.3, with a range of 9-40; the average number of spots 
per kernel on Rqt(light)/rr/rr endosperms was 1.8, with a range of 0-17. Thus, 
the frequency of spots on Rqtrrrr endosperms was approximately 11 times greater 
than on R Y f  (light)/rr/rr endosperms. 

The paramutagenic action of R~'(1ight) was tested in heterozygotes with R' 
and found to be similiar to that of Rqt, however, a critical comparison of the 
paramutagenic action of RYt and R'I(1ight) was not made. 

R"(1ight) was thought at first to be a mutant form of Rpt, and tests were made 
to determine its frequency of occurrence on this assumption. 

A series of crosses was made to measure the frequency of changes of R9' to 
R"(light), to self-color (R"), and to colorless ( r ) .  The matings made, and the 
nonparental phenotypes selected were as follows: 

Crosses Nonparental phenotypes selected 

R'R" 
R q f r r  

R", Rqt(light), r 

RLr ,  R" (light) 
X rqrv R q t  (light). r 

1 RstR't 

i 
The stability of Rqf  (light) was similarly tested as follows. 

Crosses Nonparental phenotypes selected 

R u t  (light) /R (light) 
Rr/Rqf (light) 
RYt(light)/rr 

R", R", r 

R", R q t  
X rgrq RT1, r 

'1 
i 

Since Rqt and R'+(light) give green plant color, and Rr and r' give red plant 
color, the heterozygous combinations tested carried a red and a green plant color 
allele. This fact made it possible to identify the source of the nonparental pheno- 
types listed at the right. above. Exceptional offspring with red plant color were 
presumed to carry a mutation involving the parent allele with red plant color- 
R r  or r', exceptional offspring with green plant color were presumed to carry 
a mutation involving the parent allele with green plant color- RSt or RSf (light). 
These assumptions are valid in so far as intrinsic mutations at the R locus are 
concerned. STADLER and his associates, however, have presented evidence that 
the seed and plant color functional components of the R locus are separable by 
rrossing over, and that in certain chromosome pairing configurations crossovers 
are possible that give rise io phwotypes indistinguishable from mutations 
(STADLER 1951a, 1951b; STADL~R and NUFFER 1953; STADLER and EMMERLING 
1954, 1956). The assumptions made above do not take into consideration this 
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2s R.  B.  A S H M A N  

possible source of mutant phenotypes. It was possible, however, to test certain 
mutants for  their association with crossing over either distal or proximal to R 
(see DISCUSSION). 

Mutation rates were measured in the female only, so that contaminants arising 
from extraneous pollen could be positively excluded. The total number of kernels 
on each ear was determined at the same time as the presumed mutants were 
selected. Ears segregating Rqt or RSt(light) and Rr or rr were shelled, and the 
number of kernels was counted for each class. Kernels on homozygous ears were 
counted on the ear, using a wax pencil to mark the kernels as they were counted. 

The presumed mutant kernels were germinated in the greerhouse. and the 
seedlings were then transplanted to the field. The ears on these plants were 
pollinated with Rcr3 to verify the mutants and to identify the individuals resulting 
from pollen contamination. Bona fide mutants segregated the mutant phenotype 
and rg, whereas exceptional phenotypes due to pollen contamination did not 
segregate rg. The use of Rrrg pollen served also to provide R'/mutant heterozygotes, 
so that a test of the paramutagenic action of the mutants could be made. 

Rates of mutation are reported as the number of mutations per 10' qametes 
tested. The loss of presumed mutants, due to failure to germinate or death of the 
plant befare pollination, was compensated for in the computations by propor- 
tionately adjusting the total number of kernels. 

RES U LT S 

Alteration of stippled expression 

The results of the tests on the frequency of occurrence of Pt( l ight)  kernels 
following pollination of RStRSt, RrRst and RYtrr plants with rgr3 are shown in 
Table 1. Only the light stippled kernels that transmitted this phenotype are 
entered in the tabulation. 

The extreme difference in the frequency of Rst (light) kernels on the homozy- 
gous and the two classes of heterozygous ears sug,yested two possible explanations: 
(1) RSt (light) arises as a mutation from R,qt, and the rate of mutation is greatly 
increased by heterozygosity with R' or rT, or (2) RSt (light) is not a mutation from 
RSt but is a product of crossing over between RSf and a linked modifier carried on 

TABLE 1 

Frequency of Occurrence of R s t  (1ight)kernels on RStRSt,  R P R s t ,  and Rst r l  
ears pollinated with rgrg 

Genotype 

No. of R"'(light) 
kernels per io1 

RSt  gametes tested 

RStRst 18,586 5* 2.7 
RrRSt 11,028 688 587.2 
RStr* 2,056 109 503.9 

' Two of these mutations were somatic and produced Rst(1ight) ear sectors; one sector was comprised of nine kernels 
and the other of three kernels. Each was counted as one mutation. 
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MAIZE STIPPLED ALLELE 23 

the R' and rr chromosomes. Additional experiments were conducted to test these 
two alternatives. 

The first test utilized markers proximal and distal to the R locus to determine 
whether RSf (light) kernels on RgRSf ears were associated with crossing over. The 
two markers used were golden ( g ) ,  14 crossover units proximal to the R locus, 
and a large heterochromatic knob ( K )  , distal to R that shows approximately one 
percent recombination with the latter. Golden plants are yellow-green in color 
at the flowering stage, and K causes preferential segregation in megasporogenesis 
in favor of the K chromosome (RHOADES 1942, 1952). The following cross was 
made: 

g Rg K / G  Rst k X g r  k 
The stocks used in this mating were not sublines of W22. R"(1ight) kernels were 
selected from the ears from the cross. The kernels were planted, and the resulting 
plants were scored for golden. The ears produced by the plants were pollinated 
with rr.  One hundred kernels were shelled from each of these ears, and counts 
were made of the number of Rst (light) and I kernels. The ratios of RSt (light) : r 
kernels ranged from 65:35 to 87:13, results that would be expected if the 
RSt (light) chromosome carried K .  As a control, the plants and ears from 116 Rst 
kernels were scored for golden and K ,  respectively. Scoring for K on these ears 
was done by visual examination of the kernel populations, rather than by actual 
kernel count. 

The results from the scorings are presented in Table 2. They show that the 
occurrence of RSt (light) kernels was always associated with crossing over between 
RSt and K ,  the distal marker. 

The data presented in Table 2 indicate that the R"(1ight) kernels from the 
heterozygous combinations in Table 1 are the result of crossing over between 
RSt and a distal modifier, and are not mutations from RSt. The modifier that con- 
ditions the RSt phenotype will be designated M S f ,  and the one that conditions the 
Rst  (light) phenotype, nsf. In the test referred to in Table 2, the Rst chromosome, 
therefore, would be designated G RSt M y t k  and the Rg chromosome, g Rg mStK. 
Both the R' and rT chromosomes in the heterozygous combinations in Table 1 
must have carried mst. In  these terms, an R"(1ight) chromosome resulting from 
a crossover would be of the constitution, Rst mst.  

If the number of Rst (light) kernels from the two heterozygous combinations 
referred to in Table 1 are considered a crossover class, and the Rst kernels a 

TABLE 2 

Distribution of the markers g and K in Rat and Rst(1ight) kernels from the cross: 
g R g K / G R R t k X  g r k  

~~ ~ 

Noncrossover Crossover 
Genotype Gk g k  G K  g k  Total 

RStr 105 11 0 0 116 
RSt (light)/r 0 0 39 0 39 
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244 R .  B. ASHMAN 

parental class, the frequency of crossing over between Rst and the modifier can 
be calculated as approximately 5.9 percent in the RrRst heterozygotes, and 5.0 
percent in the Ratrr  heterozygotes, The pooled data from the two heterozygous 
combinations give a crossover frequency of 5.7 percent. 

Mutations of Rqt and RSt (light) to R" were used in a further test of the hypoth- 
esis that the light stippled phenotype differs from stippled in a linked modifier. It 
was assumed that a mutation of Rqt or R F f  (light) to Rqc was a mutation at the R 
locus, and that the linked modifier remained unchanged. Self-colored mutants 
from Rqt and R S t  (light) were made heterozygous with RCt, and the ears produced 
by these individuals were pollinated with r g r g .  The ears from the two groups of 
matings were then scored for the presence or absence of lPf(light) kernels. The 
results are shown in Table 3. The data presented in Table 3 are as expected if 
RFt  (light) kernels result from the action of a linked modifier, and mutations of 
RFt  or RFt (light) to Rsc do not alter the action of the modifier. The occurrence of 
Rst (light) kernels on nine ears from the Rbc R q f  heterozygotes when R" is a mu- 
tation from R" was to be expected, because Rye was isolated originally from a 
heterozygote that, by hypothesis, carried an rr mgt chromosome. Thus, mst 
could have been acquired by crossing over. The observed frequency of such ex- 
ceptional ears approximates the expected value of 5.7 percent. 

An additional test of the linked modifier hypothesis was based on the prediction 
that R' and r? chromosomes carrying M", rather than mgt,  would be recoverable 
from appropriate heterozygotes. Such Rr and r r  chromosomes, in heterozygotes 
with Rqt, should not produce RYt(light) offspring as crossovers. Two tests were 
made to verify this prediction 

(1) From R'R'I heterozygotes 5.7 percent of the R' chromosomes should carry 
M s t  rather than mqt, and when the Rr on this chromosome is made heterozygous 
with RFt, R"'(1ight) offspring should not arise as a result of crossing over. RrRtt 
plants were selfed, and the colored seeds from these ears (R'R' and RrRqt) were 
planted. The resulting ears were pollinated with r g r g .  The homozygous Rr ears 
were discarded. One hundred and seventy-eight RrR't ears were scored for the 
presence or absence of any Rqt (light) kernels. Nine. or 5.1 percent, were found 
that were free of R" (light) kernels. This frequency was tested by x2 against an 
expected value of 5.7 percent. and difference was found to be not significant. 

(2) The following cross was made to obtain an r' chromosome that carried M a t ,  
rather than m Y f :  

Rqtrr x r g r g  

TABLE 3 

Occurrence of Rst(light) kernels on RsCRst ears pollinated with rgrg, when Rsc 
is a mutant from Rst and Rst (light) 

Gcnol) pe 
Souirr of 

inlitant 

RatRst Rst 9 96 105 
RscRs t Rst ( l ight) 31 0 31 
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MAIZE STIPPLED ALLELE 25 

The colorless kernels from the cross (r'rg) were planted, and the ears were polli- 
nated with homozygous RSt (light). If the hypothesis in question is valid, ap- 
proximately 5.7 percent of the rr chromosomes should carry MSt as a result of 
crossing over in the Rstrr  parent. It was anticipated that RsVt (light) would have a 
darker phenotypic expression when heterozygous with rr Mst than when heter- 
ozygous with rg msf. The results expected from this test may be diagrammed as 
follows: 

Noncrossovers : Endosperm genotypes 
r' mst/rQ mat x Rst(light)/Rst(light) 

Crossovers: 
I' M s t / r g m s t  x Rst(light)/Rst(light) 

The two classes of kernels on the ears in the noncrossover group should be pheno- 
typically indistinguishable. In the crossover group, however, the class of kernels 
that carries two doses of MSt and one of mst should have a darker phenotype than 
the class that carries three doses of mst. The ears were inspected to determine 
whether any showed two different stippled phenotypes in a ratio of 1: 1. Only 31 
ears were obtained in the test, but two of them segregated dark and light stippled 
kernels. The ratio of dark:light kernels on these two ears was 140: 131 and 61 : 74. 
If the dark stippled phenotype is associated with the modifier on the rr chromo- 
some these kernels should give red seedlings when germinated; if the light stippled 
phenotype is associated with the modifier on the rg chromosome these kernels 
should give green seedlings when germinated. Kernels from the light and dark 
classes from each ear were germinated and scored for seedling color, with the 
following result: 

(1) I' m s t / r r  mst/RSt mst 
(2) rQ mst/rQ mst/RSt mst 

(1) rr M s t / r r  Mst/Rst mst 
(2) rg mst/rQ mSt/RSt mst 

Light class 
Dark class 

No. of seedlings 
red green 

8 131 
123 12 

The few red seedlings in the light class and green seedlings in the dark class were 
expected as crossovers. The observed frequency of these crossovers was tested by 
x' against an expected value of 5.7 percent, and the difference was found to be not 
significant. 

Mutability of stippled 
The results of the tests on the frequency of mutation of R"(1ight) to RSt are 

shown in Table 4. Two hundred and seventy-two kernels were selected from the 
three crosses referred to in Table 4 as possible mutations to  Rat. Thirty-one of 
these kernels failed to produce a plant, and of the 241 that did produce plants 
none were mutations to RSt. The 241 nonmutants were of the following consti- 
tutions: 234 RSt (light), one Rsc, and six rogues resulting from pollen contamina- 
tion. 
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26 R. B. ASHMAN 

TABLE 4 

Frequency of mutation of Rst(1ight) to Rs' when homozygous, and when' 
heterozygous with R1 and r' 

Genotype 

No. of H*' 
mutation per 1 0 4  

gametes tested 
Nuniher of kernrli 

RS'(1ight~ ns t 
RSt ( l ight) /Rst( l ight)  
RT/RSt (light) 
R"t (light)/rT 

24,367 0 0 
4,675 0 0 
5,172 0 0 

TABLE 5 

Frequency of mutation of RSt and Rst(1ight) to R s c  in  homozygotes, and in heterozygotes with rr 

Genotype 
Nuniber of kernels No. of R 8 C  mutations 

tilt or Rat(light! R S c  per 104 gametes tested 

RstRst 
RSt (light)/Rst (light) 
Rstrr 
RSt (light)/rr 

19,920 34 17.0 
24,599 49 19.9 
2,055 1 4.9 
4,623 2 4.3 

TABLE 6 

Frequency of mutation of R s ~  and Rst (light) to colorless or near-colorless in homozygotes, 
and in  heterozygotes with R 1  

Number of kernels No. of colorless and near- 
Colorless colorless mutations 
and near- (green plant 

RI' or colorless (green color) per lo1 
GenotvDe Rq ' i l i eh t>  d a n t  colori eameter tested 

RstRSt 
Rat (light) /Rst (light) 
RrRSt 
RT/RSt (light) 

20,825 0 0 

10,942 6 5.4 
26,805 1 0.4 

4,720 2 4.2 

The results of the tests on the frequency of mutation of RSt ,  and Rst(light) to 
Rsc are shown in Table 5 .  The Rsc mutation rate data from the Rst and RSt (light) 
homozygotes were pooled and compared, by a x2 test of independence of assort- 
ment, with the pooled Rsc mutation rate data from the RSt and RSt (light) heterozy- 
gotes with rT. The difference between the rate of mutation in the homozygotes 
and heterozygotes was found to be highly significant. 

It has recently been shown (KERMICLE, personal communication) that a few 
stippled kernels from the cross RSf rg x rg rQ have colored scutellum, and that when 
such kernels are planted to determine their germinal constitution many prove to 
be germinally Rsc. The cause of the noncorrespondence between germ and endo- 
sperm is not known. The rates of mutation to Rsc reported in this paper do not 
include this exceptional class of mutants, but the data lose none of their value for 
comparative purposes. 

The results of the tests on the frequency of mutation of RSt and Rsf (light) to 
colorless or near-colorless are shown in Table 6. Plants grown from the kernels 
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MAIZE STIPPLED ALLELE 27 

selected as colorless mutants from the heterozygous ears were observed for plant 
color, and only those mutants with green plant color, presumably, therefore, from 
Rst or Rst (light) and not from R', are included in Table 6. The ears from these 
plants were pollinated with R'rg, and r-mutant/rg kernels were examined under 
20X magnification. Occasional kernels from three mutants showed a very light 
spotting, and thus may be mutations to a very light stippled form. Six other 
mutants, represented by one ear each, gave colorless kernels only. It would not 
be unexpected if, on examination of larger samples of kernels of this latter group 
of mutants, some, or even all, showed occasional spots of aleurone color. 

The colorless mutants with red plant color were presumed to be mutations 
from R'. The frequency of these mutations is shown in Table 7. The ears pro- 
duced by the plants grown from these mutants were pollinated with Rrg, and 
r-mutant/rg kernels were examined under 2 0 ~  magnification. All were found 
to be colorless. 

The colorless and near-colorless mutants were made heterozygous with R', and 
tested for their paramutagenic action. The results of these tests are shown in 
Table 8. It is seen that the colorless and near-colorless mutants with green plant 
color are all paramutagenic, and that the colorless mutants with red plant color 
may be either paramutagenic or non-paramutagenic. 

DISCUSSION 

R"(1ight) kernels from RrRSt and Rstrr heterozygotes were shown to result 
from crossing over between the R locus and a modifier about six crossover units 

TABLE 7 

Frequency of mutation of Rr to r* when heterozygous with RSt and Rst(1ight) 
~~ 

Genotype 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Number of kernels No of rr  mutations 
R I  1 r  per l o 4  gametes tested 

10,797 8 7.4 
4,632 2 4.3 

TABLE 8 

Results of the tests of the paramutagenic action of the colorless and near-colorless mutants 
from homozygous stippled and heterozygous Rr/stippled ears 

Source 
Number of mutants Total no 

Paramutaeeiiic Non-uaramutaeenir of mutants 

Mutants with green plant color 

RrRst 6 0 6 

Mutants with red plant color 
RrRSt 5 3 8 

RSt (light)/Rst(light) 1 0 1 

Rr/f?St (light) 2 0 2 

R'/Rst(light) 0 2 2 
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28 R. B. ASHMAN 

distal to R. The modifier which conditions the RSt phenotype was designated M S t ,  
and the one which conditions the RSi(light) phenotype was designated mbt. (For 
convenience in discussion Rat will be used to indicate the stippled gene at the R 
locus, and, when referring to phenotypes, to indicate the expression of an RSt 
gene accompanied by MSt.  RSt (light) will be used to indicate the phenotypic ex- 
pression of an  RSt gene accompanied by m”‘.) The expression of RSt is a function 
of the modifier that is present; R.st and R“(1ight) are assumed to be identical 
at the R locus. It is possible that Rst and RSt(Iight) differ in the presence and 
absence of a single element, i.e. mst may merely be the absence of M t ;  some 
evidence favoring such an interpretation will be discussed later. 

LAUGHNAN (1952), in a brief note, described an r-mutable allele (r-m) which 
produced colored spots on a colorless background. He observed that R/r-m plants 
gave rise to exceptional kernels with a much reduced frequency of colored spots. 
By using the proximal marker g and a distal translocation (T9-loa) he was able 
to show that the exceptional kernels were associated with crossing over between 
g and the translocation. He hypothesized that the different expressions of r-m 
were the function of a linked modifier located about four crossover units from 
r-m. These observations are similar to those reported here. It is possible that r-m 
is the same R allele as the one designated Rst in these studies. The linked modifier 
found in these studies to be about six crossover units distal to the R locus is very 
likely the same one reported by LAUGHNAN to be about four crossover units 
from r-m. 

It is clear that an R”t gene modified by Mst gives a different phenotypic expres- 
sion than one modified by m”‘. The question might be asked whether M L t  or mrt 
have any other effect on the RSt gene in addition to modification of the phenotype. 
A possible additional effect of and mst would be to change the mutability of 
the R3t gene. A test for a change in the mutability of Rat can be made by compar- 
ing the mutation rates of R”t and RSf (light). Mutations of RSt and Rst (light) to 
R8C occurred with the same frequency in R”RSt and Rst (light)/Rst (light) stocks, 
and in Rstrr and R”t(light)/rr stocks (Table 5) .  This was true even though the 
mutation rate in the homozygous combinations was about four times greater than 
the rate in the heterozygous combinations. Also, the rate of mutation of RSt and 
RSt (light) to colorless or near-colorless was the same in RrRst and Rr/RBt (light) 
heterozygotes (Table 6) .  

The action of the modifier is clearly not evident in terms of germinal mutations 
of R”t to R”‘. The action of the modifier, however, markedly effects the amount 
of spotting in the endosperm. If the spots in the endosperm are actually mutations 
of RLt to RSc in somatic tissue, as appears likely from the fact that sectors of R““ 
tissue have been observed to occur rarely on stippled ears, it must be assumed that 
the modifier acts differentially on mutation either in time or in different tissues. 
Possibly the modifier is “tissue limited” in its action. 

The experiment designed to identify an  r‘ M” chromosome also gave evidence 
that the modifying actions of M s t  and mst on endosperm phenotype are inter- 
chromosomal as well as intrachromosomal. The phenotypes of RSt mst/r” Mst/rr 
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MAIZE STIPPLED ALLELE 29 

M S t  and Rst m"t/rg mst/rg mst endosperms are different and easily distinguish- 
able, even though the modifier carried on the Rst chromosome is the same in both 
compounds. The two doses of M s t  carried on the rr chromosomes in the first com- 
pound condition a darker expression of Rst than the two doses of mst on the r g  

chromosomes in the second compound. It was pointed out that Rst and RSt (light) 
show dosage effects in combinations with r (Figure 1). The above results indicate 
that the expression of RSt is a function of the dosages of M a t  and mst as well as of 
Rst and r. Changes in dosage of the factors at these two loci make 12 combinations 
possible, ranging from Rst mst/r mst/r mst, the lightest, to Rat MSt/RSt M s t /  
RSt M S t 7  the darkest. 

The data presented in Table 1 from the two heterozygous combinations (,"Rat 
and RStrr) show the frequency of RSt (light) kernels resulting from crossing over 
between the R locus and a modifier of Rst about six crossover units distal. The five 
Rst (light) mutations from homozygous RSt cannot reasonably be explained as 
crossover products. The event necessary to produce an  R"(1ight) kernel in a 
homozygous Rst stock is a change of M"t  to mst. The change of M S t  to mst could 
result from mutation or crossing over. An explanation based on crossing over 
would require that when two M s t  elements pair a crossover is possible that would 
yield mSt plus an unidentified complementary product. Several gene models of 
M S t  could be proposed which would afford this possibility. All are basically 
similar, however, in that the M S t  gene must be assumed to be bipartite, and that 
the two components are separable by unequal crossing over. Any hypothesis 
attempting to relate the change of M S t  to mst to crossing over encounters serious 
difficulty in explaining the two changes of MSt to mat that occurred in somatic 
tissue. If crossing over is the mechanism of change, then somatic changes must be 
explained as instances of somatic crossing over. Somatic crossing over has been 
shown to occur in Drosophila (STERN 1936) and probably in certain micro- 
organisms (PONTECORVO et al. 1954; JAMES and LEE-WHITING 1955; ROMAN 
1956). JONES (1937, 1941) made extensive studies of somatic segregation in 
maize. Certain aleurone mosaics were observed which could be interpreted as 
resulting from somatic crossing over, but there is no genetic evidence that somatic 
crossing over occurs in maize (JONES 1941). Mutation as the mechanism of 
change of Mst  to mst does not encounter any of the difficulties associated with an 
explanation based on crossing over. 

The data presented in Table 4 on the frequency of mutation of Rst (light) to 
RSt, in the light of what is now known about the genetic difference between RSt 
and Rst (light), are seen to be a measure of the mutation of rate of mst to M s t ,  
rather than a measure of the mutability of an R allele. This is true in both the 
homozygous and heterozygous combinations, since R r  and r" both carry mst. The 
total number of gametes tested was 34,214 and no mutations of mat to M S t  were 
found. 

The R' and r' chromosomes in the W22 sublines both carried mst. Three other 
inbred dent corn strains, W8, W23, and 4co63, were tested to determine which 
modifier of RSt was present. All three were found to carry mst. W8 and 4co63 
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are rr and W23 is rg. The only proven source of M s t  to date, therefore, is the RSt 
chromosome. 

Evidence is available suggesting that M S t  is transposable. Numerous data on 
transpositions of genetic material in maize have been obtained and will not be 
reviewed here (see MCCLINTOCK 1956a, 1956b). The evidence presently avail- 
able, for transposability of MSt is based on the ears from two plants. Numerous 
self-colored kernels were selected after the following cross: Rstrg x rgrg. These 
kernels were grown out to verify the presumed mutations of Rst to R". The ears 
produced by the resulting plants were pollinated with rrrT. As observed in an 
earlier test, less than half of the phenotypically self-colored kernels in this ex- 
periment gave Rsc offspring. Fifty plants, in fact, grown from 64 self-colored 
kernels did not give germinally transmissible Rsc mutants, but segregated 
stippled and colorless kernels. Among these plants two were found that segre- 
gated 1/4 RSt, 1/4 R"(light), and 1/2 r, instead of the expected 1/2 RSt, and 
1/2 r kernels. 

An explanation which satisfactorily accounts for the observed ratio would 
assume that M S t  is a transposable element, and that in the two exceptional ears 
M S t  has shifted from its standard position, 5.7 crossover units distal to the R locus, 
to a new position which assorts independently of R. mst would be assumed to 
represent the null condition, i.e. the absence of M S t .  Verification of this explana- 
tion of the two exceptional ears can be established by progeny tests of the three 
classes of kernels in question. 

The information currently available concerning M S t  and mdt can be logically 
interpreted on the assumption that M S t  is a transposable unit, and that mst is 
merely the absence of M S t .  Five changes of M S t  to mst (Rst to R"(1ight)) were 
observed in 18,586 gametes. These changes were referred to earlier in the paper 
as mutations of M S t  to mst. They can just as readily be explained as losses from 
the genome of Wt.  The failure to observe any mutations of mst to M s t  (Rst(light) 
to R") in the 34,214 gametes tested lends additional support to a transposable 
unit interpretation. Had any mutants of this kind been observed a transposable 
unit interpretation would have required that they be explained as instances of 
M S t  arising de novo. 

Further consideration of the possible transposability of M s t  may be deferred 
pending completion of a progeny test of the kernels from the two exceptional 
plants described above. 

The data presented in Table 5 show the rate of mutation of RSt and RSt (light) 
to R"". The reason for the highly significant difference between the mutation rates 
to Rsc in the homozygous and heterozygous combinations is not apparent at this 
time. Two possibilities suggest themselves: crossing over and allelic interaction. 
A hypothesis based on crossing over would assume that mutations of RSt  to Rsc 
are associated with crossing over, and that in Rstrr  heterozygotes the frequency 
of such crossovers is reduced. A test was made to determine whether mutations 
to Rsc in Rstrr heterozygotes were associated with crossing over proximal to the R 
locus. Golden (g) , 14 crossover units proximal to R, was used as a marker in this 
test. Fifteen Rsc mutants were obtained from an appropriate cross and the distribu- 
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tion of the golden marker was normal: 12 noncrossovers to 3 crossovers. Muta- 
tions of RSt to RsC in Rstrr heterozygotes, therefore, are not regularly associated 
with crossing over proximal to the R locus. No test has been made of the associa- 
tion of Rsc mutations with crossing over distal to the R locus. One observation, 
however, weakens any hypothesis based on crossing over. Three R S t r  ears have 
been found which showed somatic sectors of RSCr tissue. The sectors can only be 
explained as the result of a somatic mutation of RSt to Rsc. A hypothesis based on 
the association of Rsc mutation with crossing over would have to assume somatic 
crossing over to explain the Rsc ear sectors. The difficulties encountered on this 
assumption were mentioned earlier. 

A hypothesis based on allelic interaction implies that the mutability of the Rst 
gene is modified by homozygosity and heterozygosity for this allele. Similar genic 
interactions have been shown to occur at the reddish-a locus in Drosophila virilis 
(DEMEREC 1928, 1941), and at the P locus in maize (WOOD and BRINK 1956; 
BRAWN 1958). The interactions in these cases have an effect opposite from the one 
at the R locus in that mutability was greater in heterozygous than in homozygous 
plants. 

The data presented in Table 6, showing the frequency of mutation of RSt and 
Rst (light) to colorless and near-colorless, call for further comment. The mutation 
rates reported are based on colorless and near-colorless mutants with green plant 
color. It was assumed that mutants with green plant color from the heterozygous 
combinations with R' were mutations from RSt. This view is substantiated by the 
results of the tests of the paramutagenic action of the mutants (Table 8) .  "All 
colorless and near-colorless mutants with green plant color from RrRxt and 
Rr/Rst (light) heterozygotes were found to be paramutagenic, indicating RSt as 
the most likely parent allele. 

No test has been made to determine whether colorless and near-colorless 
mutants with green plant color from RrRSt and Rr/Rst (light) heterozygotes are 
associated with crossing over proximal to the R locus. By using the linked modifier 
of stippled, however, a test can be made of the association of such mutations in 
RrRst heterozygotes with crossing over distal to R. The cross from which the 
mutants were selected was: Rrmpt/RstMst x ?-omSt. The modifier can be used as a 
distal marker for the R locus, and the colorless and near-colorless mutants can be 
tested to determine whether they carry MSt or mst by pollinating plants carrying 
them with homozygous RSf (light). The expression of one dose of RSt with two 
doses of Mst  carried on r chromosomes is darker than the expression of one dose 
of Rst with two doses of mst carried on r chromosomes (see above). The six color- 
less and near-colorless mutants with green plant color from RrRst heterozygotes 
were tested, and all were found to carry MSt; these mutations, therefore, are not 
regularly associated with crossing over distal to the R locus. 

Since the colorless and near-colorless mutants with green plant color from the 
heterozygous combinations in Table 6 are most likely mutations from RSt, it 
must be assumed that the mutability of Rat is greatly increased by heterozygosity 
with R'. If the data in Table 6 from the two homozygous combinations (RStRSt 
and Rst (light)/Rst (light)) are pooled, and the data from the two heterozygous 
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combinations (RrRSt and Rr/RSt (light)) are pooled also, the frequency of muta- 
tions of RYt to colorless and near-colorless is 0.2/104 RSt gametes in the homozy- 
gote, and 5.1/104 Rst gametes in the heterozygote. The 25-fold difference between 
the two mutation rates is the effect of heterozygosity for Rr on the mutability of 
Rst to colorless or near-colorless. 

The data presented in Table 7 show the frequency of mutation of R' to r'. 
It was assumed that colorless mutants with red plant color from the heterozygous 
combinations would be mutations from R'. The results of the test for paramuta- 
genicity of the rr mutants, however, brings into question the general validity of 
this assumption. Five of the ten rr mutants exhibited a paramutagenic action on 
R' in Rr/rr-mutant heterozygotes, and the other five did not (Table 8). Evidently 
the r' mutants are not a homogeneous class. 

The eight rT mutants from RrRst can be tested for their association with crossing 
over distal to the R locus by means of the test described above for the colorless 
and near-colorless mutants with green plant color. The results now available from 
these tests show that six of the rr mutants carry M S t  from the Rqt chromosome; 
the other two mutants have not yet been adequately tested. Of the six r r  mutants 
that carried M A  four were paramutagenic and two were non-paramutagenic. 

These facts suggest some kind of genetic recombination as the mechanism of 
origin of the r' mutants in question. The rr mutants selected from RrRSt hetero- 
zygotes share some property or properties of both the Rr and R5t parent alleles. 
All have red plant color, which, presumably, can have come only from R'; some 
are paramutagenic, a property that can have come only from Rqt;  six of a possible 
eight mutants carry M s t  from the RAt chromosome. A conventional crossover 
mechanism that would satisfactorily explain these results must assume that a 
recombination is possible that will yield a chromosome carrying the plant color 
component of R', and not the seed color component of either Rr or R g t ,  but may or 
may not carry the paramutagenic component of RFt,  or a marker from the Rst 
chromosome distal to the R locus. Gene models that can satisfactorily account for 
the observed mutants are necessarily complex, and require assumptions for which 
there is yet no evidence. Also, there is some question whether the paramutagenic 
action of Rqt resides in a discrete unit subject to recombination in the conventional 
sense. This evidence comes from a study of the paramutagenic action of self- 
color mutants (R") from Rqt (BRINK 1958, and unpublished). R'" mutants 
exhibit paramutagenic actions that vary widely from the strong action charac- 
teristic of R't to seemingly no action at all. Thus, paramutagenic action varies 
quantitatively. The transfer of paramutagenic action from R'f  to some of the r' 
mutants may possibly have occurred via some mechanism other than ordinary 
recombination, transposition for example. These considerations make it unprofit- 
able at this time to set forth gene models of Rr and R5f  seeking to explain the 
observed results in terms of conventional recombination only. 

S U M M A R Y  

Previous investigations have disclosed that the aleurone pigment-producing 
action of the R' gene (self-colored aleurone) among the offspring of RrRst 
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(heterozygous stippled) plants invariably is markedly reduced. This effect has 
focused attention on the nature of the stippled allele and of a variant phenotype 
termed light stippled ( Rs (light) ) . 

It has been shown in the present study that RSt  (light) differs from Rst only in 
a modifier located 5.7 crossover units distal to the R locus. The modifier affects 
the frequency of colored spots in the aleurone layer of the endosperm. Rstrrrr 
endosperms averaged 20.3 spots per 5 mmz, and RSt (light)/rr/rr endosperms 
averaged 1.8 spots per 5 mm2. 

Rst and R"(1ight) in homozygotes were observed to mutate to self-color ( R s c )  
at the respective rates of 17.0 and 19.9 per IO4 gametes tested. When RSt and 
Rs (light) were heterozygous with rr (colorless aleurone), however, they mutated 
to Rsc at the respective rates of only 4.9 and 4.3 per l o 4  gametes tested. The basis 
for the difference in rate of mutation of R S t  and RSt  (light) to Rsc in homozygotes 
and heterozygotes with r' is not known. Several somatic mutations of RSt to Rsc 
were found, which indicates that mutations to RSc are not regularly associated 
with crossing over. 

RSt  (light) in homozygotes was observed to mutate infrequently to colorless or 
near-colorless aleurone. No mutations of Rs to colorless or near-colorless aleurone 
were observed in Rs homozygotes. Mutations to colorless and near-colorless 
aleurorne, with either red or green plant color, were observed in both RrRSt and 
Rr/RSt  (light) heterozygotes. These mutants were tested for their paramutagenic 
action on Rr with the following result: all eight colorless and near-colodess 
mutants with green plant color were paramutagenic; five colorless mutants with 
red plant color were paramutagenic, and five were non-paramutagenic. 

The colorless and near-colorless mutants with green plant color from RrRSt and 
RrRst (light) individuals were shown to have more likely come from the stippled 
allele than from the R' allele. The frequency of such mutations was found to be 
much higher in the RrRSt and Rr/Rst (light) heterozygotes than in the RStRSt and 
RSt  (light) / R S t  (light) homozygotes. The basis for the effect of homozygosity and 
heterozygosity on the frequency of mutation of RSt and Rst (light) to colorless or 
near-colorless has not been disclosed. 

The colorless mutants with red plant color were shown to have probably arisen 
from some type of genetic recombination between the R r  and R S t  alleles. The 
mechanism of this recombination is not known; conventional crossing over or 
transposition, or both, may be involved. 
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